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The Limits of Sovereignty and Post-War Okinawan Migrants in Bolivia 主権の限界と戦後ボリビアへの沖縄移民
Pedro Iacobelli
ABSTRACT: This paper examines the legal implications for Okinawan migrants of Article 3 of the San Francisco Peace Treaty (hereafter SFPT), signed
between Japan and most of the Allied Powers in 1951. Particularly, it analyses the case of post-war Okinawan migrants in Bolivia, showing how the legal
conditions in the Ryukyu Islands were extended to the Andean country. The Japanese defeat in the Asia-Pacific War (August 1945) was followed by the
occupation of the country by the United States. The peace treaty, signed six years later, originated during the early years of the Cold War and was fraught
with geopolitical implications. The SFPT allowed the U.S. military to retain control of Okinawa prefecture without formally severing it from Japan. In other
words, the treaty-makers allocated de jure sovereignty over Okinawa to Japan while the U.S. enjoyed de facto sovereignty. This distinction gave rise to a
legal conundrum concerning the future of the islands and the legal situation of the Okinawan people onshore and abroad. Building on Japanese and English
primary sources I examine the reaction of American and Japanese jurists to Article 3 and the approach of both governments toward offshore Okinawan
migrants.
***
The post-war United States occupation and administration of the Ryukyu Islands posed a series of questions regarding both Japanese sovereignty of its
former prefecture and the legal status of the Okinawan people abroad. 1 The U.S. military administratively severed the islands from mainland Japan during the
U.S. led post-war occupation of Japan (1945-1952) while garrisoning the islands. As former enemy territory and the main military hub for U.S. forces in the
Western Pacific, the U.S. military government closely watched the Ryukyu Islands territory and discouraged border crossing.
The flow of migration to South America, once buoyant, became an option that only a few people could afford. In the penurious time of post-war Okinawa,
international migration was only possible for those who had been “called” by relatives to join them in South America (yobiyose) and could pay the fees
involved. 2 The San Francisco Peace Treaty (1951) did not substantially change the daily circumstances of people living in Okinawa. Unlike the rest of Japan,
the islands remained under direct U.S. control. However, the prospects for migration did change; from 1954 Okinawans without family members abroad could
migrate via one of the state-led migration programs to South America, one of the few regions in the world open to accept Japanese migrants after the war.
First Bolivia, next Brazil, and finally Argentina became host nations for post-war Okinawan migrants. Between 1954 and 1967 over fourteen thousand
Okinawans migrated to the Americas, including three thousand people who went to Bolivia. 3
Scholars working on Okinawan post-war history have focused on the vicissitudes of the Islands and its people within the U.S-Japan bilateral framework. 4 Ōta
Masahide, Gavan McCormack, Yoshida Kensei, Arasaki Moriteru and Tanji Miyume, among other researchers, have studied U.S. cold war policies
implemented on the Ryukyu Islands, emphasizing the U.S. military base-building process, the impact of U.S. policies on the local population, and the
emergence of resistance to U.S. military domination. 5 Known as the “Okinawa problem”, scholars have studied the unbalanced power-relations between the
U.S. and Japan. 6 Other scholarship, for instance the work of Oguma Eiji and Taira Koji, has emphasized the colonial elements in the historical relation
between the Japanese government and the Okinawan people. 7 The problematic and ideological confrontations taking place on the Ryukyu Islands have been
amply studied in Japanese and in English. However the question of the legal position of overseas Ryukyuan communities after the San Francisco Peace
Treaty has not received much attention. 8 The purpose of this study is to examine the coming into being of the SFPT and the discussion around the legal
status of post-war Okinawan migrants in Bolivia. By doing so, it allows us to highlight some of the ambivalence that underscored the relations between
Okinawans, Japanese, and Americans in the Okinawa homeland as well as in Okinawan overseas communities.
In this article, I show that the legal situation of overseas Okinawan individuals was left unresolved by the creators of the peace treaty, led by John Foster
Dulles. As a result, the international status of Ryukyuans in South America was subject to regional power plays involving Japan and the U.S., rather than the
rules of international law. In particular, I evaluate the role of the Japanese state in overseeing Ryukyuan migrants in the 1950s. I argue that the Japanese
government had sufficient legal grounds to claim that the Okinawan people were Japanese nationals and were thus entitled to the Japanese passport and
Japanese consular protection. However, due to pressure from the U.S., the Japanese government did not honor its obligations toward Okinawan migrants.
This is clear in the case of the post-war Okinawan community in Santa Cruz, Bolivia where a Ryukyuan colony was established in 1954 and became a site of
great symbolic production of the political pressures at play in the region. 9 Since the Japanese government encouraged emigration to Bolivia, it had the
responsibility to look after both emigré communities: those that originated in mainland Japanese and those from the Ryukyu Islands. But due to U.S.
pressures, it failed to assist the latter. In other words, the case of the Okinawan emigration to Bolivia, the first U.S.-endorsed emigration program in the
Ryukyu Islands, highlights the asymmetries of power between Japan and the U.S. in a non-Asian regional context. 10
It is important to observe the process whereby the U.S. designed its long-term dominant position in the Ryukyu Islands. In particular I am interested in how
the “sovereignty problem” was understood by U.S. and by Japanese jurists in the wake of the Treaty of San Francisco. The analysis of the legal discussion
on the limits of Japanese sovereignty in Okinawa can shed light on two points: (1) Japanese awareness of Japan’s rights and obligations concerning the
Okinawan people and (2) the desired Japanese stance regarding international law in this matter by some Japanese jurists.
I begin this article by contextualizing U.S. post-war control of Okinawa Prefecture. I will then present the position of Japanese scholars who eloquently
expressed concerns about the legal position of Okinawa under international law. Next, I will analyze the presentations on the “Okinawan problem” at the
Annual Conference of Japanese International Law Scholars in 1954. The presentations were published in the 1955 special edition of the “Journal of
International Law and Diplomacy” (Kokusaihō gaikō zasshi) a leading Japanese journal in the field. 11 Finally, I will examine the consequences of the SFPT for
Okinawan communities living outside of Japan. In order to do this I will use the case of the “protection problem” (Hogo Mondai) and the Ryukyuans in the
Department of Santa Cruz in east Bolivia.
From enemy territory to “our territory”
Japan lost control of Okinawan prefecture when United States forces captured the islands in June 1945. 12 The Battle of Okinawa, the bloodiest battle fought
in the Pacific, marked the end of Japan’s direct control over the Ryukyu Islands and initiated long-term U.S. administration of Okinawa. 13 But what was the
American rationale behind retaining the Ryukyu Islands? What benefits were sought by the U.S. Departments of Defense and State? In this section I would
like to succinctly answer these questions as a means of gauging the status of the Okinawan people in the post-war period.
Like mainland Japan, the Ryukyu Islands remained ‘occupied enemy territory’ from the end of hostilities until the peace treaty came into operation in April

1952. 14 This meant that Okinawa was under U.S military control and its destiny would be determined by the wartime agreements. The Cairo Communiqué
(1943) had stated that Japan would be “expelled from all other territory which she has taken by violence or greed”. This cast a cloud of uncertainty over the
future of the Ryukyus. However, U.S. officials subsequently held that the Communique did not pertain to the Ryukyu Islands. 15 Similarly, the Potsdam
Declaration (1945) failed to state whether Okinawa was to be included in the territory that Japan would keep. 16 Indeed, the wartime agreements inconclusively
referred to the status of the Ryukyu Islands. Moreover, the option of annexing Okinawa as a former enemy territory was rejected. The American government,
particularly the State Department, wished to avoid violating the U.S. declared principle of “no territorial aggrandizement” (Atlantic Charter, 1941). 17 In the end,
the future of the U.S. position in the Ryukyus (and that of the Okinawan people) would be determined by the terms of a peace treaty between Japan and the
Allies. 18
Okinawa was one of many insular Pacific territories occupied by the U.S. in the wake of World War II, and an important part of the U.S. defense line in the
Pacific. It was from the beginning placed under U.S. military government. 19 While mainland Japan, with its pacifist constitution, was (in theory at least) made
a zone of “peace”, Okinawa was explicitly transformed into a zone of “war”. 20 This asymmetry was evident from the moment the first signs of the emergence
of the Cold War became visible. As result, the U.S. State Department concurred with the Defense Department in the necessity to secure long-term control of
the islands. 21 The future of Okinawa and its people was thus defined by its strategic location. The U.S. National Security Council (NSC), the highest defense
entity in the U.S., framed U.S. national policy with regard to the possession of Okinawa in memorandum NSC 13/3 of 1949. 22 In these documents the NSC
emphasized that any peace treaty with Japan had to include certain security requirements. Among them, NSC 13/3 stated that the U.S. had to “retain on a
long-term basis the facilities at Okinawa and such other facilities as are deemed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to be necessary in the Ryukyu Islands […] the
military bases at or near Okinawa should be developed accordingly.” From the American perspective, Okinawa had to remain under U.S. control after a peace
treaty with Japan was signed. 23 NSC 49 and the September 1950 NSC 60/1 complemented the objectives of NSC 13/3 by expressing the view that any
future treaty with Japan must guarantee the U.S “exclusive strategic control of the Ryukyus”. 24
It should be noted that at all times U.S. defense requirements prioritized territorial control. The language was framed to make legal permanent U.S.
occupation of the Ryukyus in the service of building America’s keystone in the Pacific.
Trust the Trusteeship System
The retention of Okinawa became one of the main issues during the peace treaty negotiations. John F. Dulles (1888 – 1959), Consultant to the Secretary of
State, had the difficult task of putting together numerous interests, including the NSC plan for de facto military appropriation of the Ryukyu Islands, into the
peace treaty. In Japan, Prime Minister Yoshida Shigeru’s calculated efforts to work a deal with the U.S. to reduce as much as possible the duration and
scope of the U.S. presence in the Ryukyus were systematically crushed by American officials. 25 In addition, Japanese authorities, including the Showa
emperor, expressed in private their willingness to exchange Okinawa for U.S. protection. 26 Some of the Allied Powers such as New Zealand and Canada
supported the idea of full U.S. dominion in the Ryukyu Islands. However, annexation would violate the U.S. declaration that it would not seek aggrandizement
and risked provoking the opposition of the other Allied Powers and United Nations members generally. 27 Thus, Dulles sought a system that would facilitate
U.S. control without annexation.
The idea of placing the Ryukyu Islands under the Trusteeship System was thoroughly discussed among U.S. scholars and diplomats. 28 The Trusteeship
System was a revised version of the pre-war Mandate System, and it increased international accountability for the administration of a trust territory by
implementing United Nations supervision. 29 This system allowed three categories of territories subject to the trusteeship: a. former mandated territories; b.
ex-enemy territory; and c. territories voluntarily placed under the system by states responsible for the administration. 30 There were, however, two main
limitations to putting a territory under the Trusteeship System: no member of the U.N. was eligible to become a trust territory, and an independent nonmember state could not be made a trust territory because it had already attained self-governance, the ultimate purpose of the Trusteeship System being
transition to independence. 31 Moreover, the U.S. had the possibility of locating the Ryukyu Islands as a ‘strategic area’ within the Trusteeship System. 32 This
option actually meant reduced interference from the U.N. since ‘strategic areas’ were not scrutinized by the General Assembly but by the Security Council.
Nevertheless, the trusteeship system did not prevent Security Council members from inquiring and, potentially, criticising the U.S. role in Okinawa.
John Foster Dulles decided to obtain in the peace treaty with Japan an option to seek trusteeship if desired by the U.S., but in the meantime the U.S. would
retain full control of Okinawa. This meant that the U.S. military could remain in the island and avoid international scrutiny. As Senator Howard Alexander
Smith noted in a meeting with Dulles in the Far East Sub-Committee of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, the draft would “permit the United States to
retain control of the Ryukyus indefinitely if a trusteeship were not secured” and inquired whether this “would not lay us open to charges of imperialism”. 33
Dulles reportedly suggested that “the provision be allowed to stand until the attitude of other countries could be ascertained”. 34
In order to retain Okinawa, as required in the NSC documents, the U.S. opted for a formula that separated the sovereign from the administrator. Article 3 of
the Treaty of San Francisco stipulated that “Japan will accept any proposal to put the Ryukyu Islands under the U.N. trusteeship system”. 35 Futhermore it
stated the following:
Pending the making of such a proposal and affirmative action thereon, the United States will have the right to exercise all and any power of
administration, legislation and jurisdiction over the territory and inhabitants of these islands, including their territorial waters. 36
Okinawa remained under Japanese sovereignty since it was not severed by the SFPT but the United States controlled all rights of its administration. 37 Before
and during the 1951 Peace Conference John Foster Dulles clarified the meaning of the legal wording. He explained that although the U.S. had the rights of
administration, Japan exercised “residual sovereignty” (zanryūshuken) over the territory. 38 The Office of Legal Adviser of the Department of State explained
that:

The phrase [residual sovereignty] expresses the idea that, far from being a cession of sovereignty, Article 3 of the Peace Treaty contains provision only for
the broad exercise of the rights and powers of sovereignty by the United States. Thus the United States has not annexed the islands or claimed sovereignty
over them; sovereignty remains in Japan –even though in a latent or residual form. But the right to exercise the rights and powers usually associated with
sovereignty has been given to the United States. 39
The wording and explanation given for Article 3 served U.S. strategic interests in the region, but did little to make it comprehensible. The American control
was Janus-faced; on the one hand it sought to control population, territory and military bases; on the other, it sought to avoid specifying the precise nature of
U.S. power in the Ryukyus in the peace covenant. Indeed, it obscured the legal position of the Ryukyu Islands, puzzling both American and Japanese legal
experts.
Making sense of Article 3: How the SFPT was interpreted?
Olcott H. Deming, U.S. Consul General to Okinawa (1957-1959), said that then-Secretary of State Dulles once asked him “what problems” he was having
there. Deming responded that “the biggest one was continually trying to explain [to the locals] what residual sovereignty means”. 40 Article 3 and the concept

of ‘residual sovereignty’ triggered a series of debates on different aspects of U.S. - Ryukyu and Japan-Ryukyu legal relations. The legal conundrum around
the sovereignty of Okinawa increased as it became clear that the U.S. had no intention of making any proposal to put the Ryukyus under the Trusteeship
System.
U.S. political advisors noted the issues not addressed in the Article 3. For example, Niles W. Bond concluded in 1952 that, “as a beginning, it is believed that
the legal status of the islands should be clarified, if feasible by formal recognition of the sovereignty of Japan and the Japanese nationality of the
inhabitants”. 41 However, these problems were left unresolved by U.S. government authorities. On the contrary, courts and judges settled disputes related to
the legal position of Okinawa. For instance, a tort involving a car accident in Okinawa in 1951 raised the question of whether Okinawa was a foreign territory
or not. 42 An American, employed by a contractor engaged in military construction in Okinawa, sought compensation from the federal government in a Court
District in California. The appellant alleged that the accident resulted from the negligence of an unknown employee of the U.S. in leaving an unlighted crane
parked on the road after dark. The judge in this case, before admitting to have no concluding answer, stated: “it cannot be said that the loss of sovereignty
over the island by Japan vests the ‘de jure sovereignty’ in the traditional sense, in the native Okinawa” but since “the will of the United States is in fact the
supreme will on Okinawa, the United States has therefore acquired what may be termed a ‘de facto sovereignty’. 43 Similarly, the question of whether or not
native Okinawans were nationals of the U.S. was brought to court in 1954. An Okinawan resident in Hawaii claimed that since Okinawa was a possession of
the U.S. he was not an alien but a national of the U.S. 44 The court had to define where the sovereignty of Okinawa resided. It finally concluded that “Japan,
and not the United States, having the ‘de jure sovereignty’ over Okinawa (…) the defendant [the Okinawan man] is not a national of the United States”. 45
These examples illustrate how Article 3 of the SFPT temporarily blurred the limits of Japanese/American sovereignty and confused the understanding of
citizenship in the Ryukyu Islands. Furthermore, it allowed legal organs of the U.S. to have a privileged position to interpret matters of jurisdiction as they saw
fit since the administration of the islands remained under U.S. military administration.
The Japanese juridical understanding of the Status of Okinawa
In Japan, jurists and academics from the country’s most prestigious universities met in Kyoto at the autumn 1954 conference of the Society of International
Law. Professor Yamada Saburō (1869-1965) pointed out the aim of the Kyoto conference was to clarify the international position of Okinawa. They analyzed
the “Okinawan problem” from three perspectives: history, international law, and international economy. The conference’s proceedings were published in a
special edition of the Journal of International Law and Diplomacy. Their views on the Okinawan problem allow us to highlight how the situation was perceived
in mainland Japan and to identify the legal, if not necessarily political, limits of Japanese sovereignty over Okinawa after the SFPT.
For the Japanese jurists, it was important to confirm that Japan was entitled to claim full sovereignty over the Ryukyu Islands in the future. This concern was
triggered by the obscure wording of the war covenants (e.g. Cairo Communiqué; Potsdam Declaration) as seen above. It was also influenced by the ongoing
process of emancipation and nation-state building in several regions of the world (e.g. India, Indonesia, Philippines). The Ryukyu Kingdom had controlled most
of the area of Okinawan prefecture prior to its incorporation within the modern Japanese state in 1879. 46 For the Japanese jurists there was a possibility that
the territory under U.S. military control could be permanently severed from Japan. Consequently, some Japanese scholars considered it necessary to stress
the legality of Japanese control over Okinawa from a historical point of view. For instance, Akiho Ichirō (1900-1988) emphasized that the Ryukyu kingdom’s
almost three hundred years old relationship with the Satsuma daimyo (vassals of the bakufu in Edo) was fundamental to justifying Japanese ownership of
Okinawa. “The status of the Ryukyus is one of the most important matters. This problem could be clarified in the analysis of the Ryukyu Kingdom’s status in
relation to the Satsuma daimyo”. 47 Similarly, Hanabusa Naoshi (1902-1994) vindicated the Japanese position in Okinawa vis-à-vis the Chinese tributary state
status of the Ryukyu Kingdom. Hanabusa noted that in ultimate terms the government in Tokyo had legally incorporated the Ryukyu Kingdom into the
Okinawan prefecture in its 1879 annexation. 48 For academics like Hanabusa, the Japanese claims to Okinawa were based on the historical relations between
the two territories.
Also, it was important for many Japanese scholars to confirm American academics’ thinking on the Japanese claim of sovereignty in order to clarify the
international position and future of the Ryukyu Islands. Ueda Toshio (1904-1975), in his review of twenty-three American publications on the Okinawan
question, concluded that scholars in the United States shared the view that Japan had historical rights over the Ryukyu Islands. 49 In his study, he mostly
relied on Hyman Kublin’s article on the 1870s’ controversy between Japan and China concerning sovereignty over the Ryukyu Islands. 50 For Kublin (and
Ueda) both China and Japan had a long history of relations with the Ryukyu Islands, but China had lost its rights over the Ryukyus because the Qing
government persistently used an old system of traditions to sustain its claim rather than Western legal rationalism. 51 The Japanese on the contrary, as Kublin
stated, “deemed the issue an affair of the first magnitude and, unshackled by tradition, quickly revealed how well Occidental diplomatic procedure had been
mastered”. 52 In conclusion, Ueda´s position was that Japan’s legal rights over Okinawa had strong historical and legal foundations recognized by the Western
Powers.
A more pressing issue was how to interpret the Japanese position on Okinawa after the San Francisco Peace Treaty. If put under the Trusteeship System,
the Japanese jurists were confident that the Ryukyus would be initially severed (bunri) from Japan as a former enemy territory but eventually would return to
Japan. There were a few precedents in international law for comparable cases. For example, Irie Keishirō (1903-1978) mentioned the case of Bessarabia, a
region of Moldavia. Bessarabia was severed from Russia after the Crimean War; but returned in the Berlin treaty of 1878. 53 My impression is that, in general,
the Japanese scholars did not worry much about the future of the former Okinawan prefecture as a trust territory. They were more concerned with defining
where Japan stood if the Ryukyu Islands were not put into the Trusteeship System.
As previously stated, the San Francisco Peace Treaty gave the U.S. the right to exercise all and any power of administration, legislation and jurisdiction in the
Ryukyu Islands. The Japanese government endorsed this at the peace conference and reaffirmed its position in several bilateral treaties (e.g. The Aerial
Navigation Service between Japan and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland of 1952). However, the scope and duration of Japan’s
“residual sovereignty” was not defined in the SFPT. The treaty did not make clear to what rights Japan was entitled as holder of “residual sovereignty”; or how
Japan was to fulfill its obligations towards the local Ryukyuans. 54 For Irie, the U.S. was entitled to the administration but not the disposal of the territory.
In relation to the southern territory, since Japan keeps residual sovereignty, America merely received the rights of administration for an
unspecified time; without Japan’s consent, it cannot change the territorial status. Even though Japan promised to agree to any American
proposal to the U.N. in relation to putting the southern territory under the Trusteeship system, to which America is the sole administrating
authority, it is not the case that the U.S. has received carte blanche to propose a change in Japan’s vesedg territorial rights. 55
Indeed, the transfer of authority did not mean dividing the country. It only meant transfer of one section of the territory to the administration of another
state. 56 Irie asserted that the Ryukyu Islands belonged to Japan, and not to the U.S. Thus, Japan had the right to expand various legal prerogatives into the
territory and to keep its own public institutions in Okinawa. Moreover, he concluded that any institution established by the U.S. administrative authority,
including the Government of the Ryukyu Islands (GRI), could not engage in foreign affairs as its authority came from the U.S. not from Japan. 57 Like Irie,
Shinjō Toshihiko, asserted that Okinawa belonged to Japan. Indeed, he was more categorical when it came to defining what kind of sovereignty remained with
Japan. For him, Okinawa’s legal position was best explained as a quasi-leased territory:
For the above points, today’s Okinawa is in a situation just like a leased territory. But because it has not been furnished with the
necessary formal conditions of a leased territory, the international legal position of Okinawa is in a ‘state of preparation to lease;’ in other

words I think is reasonable to understand it as a ‘quasi-leased territory’. 58
Similarly, Kuwada Saburo considered that the transfer of administration did not cause a change in the nationality of the local population since “the
administrator may not confer on the inhabitants the nationality of the state; the power of the administrator is limited to granting the inhabitants permission for
permanent domicile”. 59
Finally, Irie stressed that if the U.S. did not pursue the option of the Trust territory, Japan could claim its “right of re-vindication (shicchi kaifukuken)”.
Moreover, because the treaty did not limit the scope of Japanese participation in Okinawa’s daily life, Irie called for a more active role by the Japanese
government in Okinawa issues.
Overseas Okinawans: Consular responsibility
Article 3 of the San Francisco Peace Treaty extended America’s control of post-war Okinawa. As I have demonstrated, American politicians, academics, and
the U.S. armed forces candidly confirmed the military purpose of retaining the Ryukyu Islands. The cold war scenario in the region made it “desirable” for the
U.S. to retain the territory and the bases on it. However, the transfer of administrative rights also affected the position of Ryukyuan migrants.
The American and Japanese authorities did not discuss the legal status of overseas Ryukyu migrants during the negotiations of the peace treaty. 60 This is
despite the ongoing flow of self-funded Okinawan migrants to South America, mostly to Argentina, from 1948 onwards. 61 By 1952 over one thousand
Okinawans had migrated to South America. There is no reference of their legal status in the peace covenant.
Indeed, overseas Okinawans were invisible to Japanese and American
negotiators. Consequently, when migration became a state effort in 1954,
questions such as how Okinawan people could obtain legal benefits from their
nationality, or what government was responsible for them abroad, emerged.
Following the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the Okinawan people had
the right to a nationality (article 15[1]) and no one could arbitrarily deprive them of
it (article 15 [2]). 62 However, cold war politics cast a shadow of ambiguity over
these fundamental human rights in Okinawa. Both, the U.S. and the Japanese
governments claimed responsibility for the migrants in the 1950s. So the question
that arises from this situation is this: to what extent were the Japanese and the
U.S. governments responsible for the Ryukyuan migrants?
From the American point of view, since the inhabitants of the Ryukyu Islands
were under U.S. authority the U.S. was the sole party responsible for their
wellbeing. This was also considered to be the case when outside Okinawa. The
establishment of the United States Civil Administration of the Ryukyu Islands
(hereafter USCAR) in 1950 and the Government of the Ryukyu Islands (hereafter
GRI) in 1952 aimed to promote the development of Okinawa and the betterment of
living conditions in the islands. 63 Since the migration program, a policy to reduce
population in a demographically constrained region, was one of the joint-policies
pursued by these two organizations, the U.S. authorities in Okinawa considered
that the success of the emigration plan was connected with the development of
the Ryukyu Islands. 64 As Norman D. King, Chief of the Public Affairs Division,
demanded: “The State Department must assume the responsibility of providing
protection for the émigrés. Failure to do this will undoubtedly result in assumption
of responsibility by a Japanese mission”. 65 Outside the islands, the U.S Foreign
Services was made responsible to assist the migrants. 66 Initially the Foreign
Operation Administration (FAO) was the American agency in charge of the
migrants. 67
The Okinawan migrants had to apply for a travel permit and an identity document
(mibun shōsho) at the USCAR offices. 68 The latter document, in lieu of a
passport, identified them as “Ryukyuan” and indicated neither Japanese nor
American citizenship. In fact, it proved to be more a cause of confusion than
assurance for the travelers. For example, it made it difficult for the Ryukyuans to
obtain visas in the consulates and embassies in mainland Japan. It also provoked constant misunderstandings at the port of entry in the country of
The first Japanese immigrants to South America disembark in
Brazil in 1908. Half were Okinawans.

destination. 69 At the end of the day, the American position was that Okinawan migrants were the inhabitants of a U.S. occupied territory. Consequently, they
could travel and enter into foreign countries as Ryukyuans, not as Japanese citizens, and thus, subject to the U.S. consular services. On the other hand, the
Japanese position called for the recognition of the migrants as Japanese nationals (nihon kokumin toshite). If the SFPT prevented the Okinawan people from
enjoying the benefits of Japanese nationality in the Ryukyus, there was no legal impediment to recognize their nationality beyond the islands. Irie Keishirō, a
leading advocate for a greater involvement of the Japanese government in Okinawan affairs, analyzed the legal position of Okinawan migrants in the Kyoto
conference of 1954. Taking the case of Cyprus in the nineteenth century as a precedent, he concluded that in a case of transfer of authority the inhabitants
keep their nationality. 70 Since the Japanese constitution guarantees freedom to move and change residence (chapter 2, article 22) the Okinawan people could
maintain their Japanese nationality even if they migrated overseas. Furthermore, for Irie the U.S. rights over the Ryukyus were geographically framed and
thus held no authority over the Okinawan people outside the Ryukyu Islands. 71 Indeed, from a Japanese point of view, the nationality of the inhabitants of the
southern territory had to be properly specified in their travel documents: “The citizens of the Ryukyus, together with being ‘Ryukyuan’ are Japanese nationals.
For this reason, the Certificate of Identity has to be applicable to the Japanese and Ryukyuan laws”. 72 Therefore, Irie concluded that the Ryukyuans had no
legal impediment to seek and receive assistance from the Japanese consulates or embassies.
“Following the SFPT plan, even though all and any of the southern territories would become part of a trust territory, as mentioned above,
the status of Japanese nationals doesn’t change; and in contrast with other trust territories’ inhabitants, in this case they keep Japanese
nationality. Moreover, unless special regulations are set forth in the trust agreement the protective authority of Japanese diplomacy
continues to exist”. 73
Japan was rightfully entitled to claim and take responsibility for the overseas Okinawans. In the end Okinawa, as Prime Minister Yoshida had stated in the
last stage of the peace treaty negotiation, has “always been Japanese territory, inseparably tied to Japan proper; and its inhabitants are Japanese”. 74 Thus
we could have expected a stronger commitment from the Japanese government towards its overseas nationals. However, due to the American pressure to
keep the Okinawans under their control (and the prosaic Japanese defense of their rights), the Ryukyuan migrants were kept in an ambiguous position. As
seen below, in some cases, post-war Okinawan migrants depended more on U.S. consulates than on the nearby Japanese diplomatic offices in South

America. 75
The Hogo Mondai and the limits of Japanese nationality in Bolivia
The international status of Ryukyuan migrants in South America became a minor problem in Japan-U.S. international relations. The question of the status of
the migrants and their nationality originated a debate which was called “the protection problem” or Hogo Mondai. 76 The Japanese government, at a request
from the GRI, sought to include the soon-to-arrive Ryukyuan migrants in Bolivia under the umbrella of its diplomatic service in the region in mid-1954. 77
Japan’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs considered providing protection to the migrants in Bolivia but first “desired to know what will be the role played by the U.S.
officials in Bolivia” and inquired into the plans proposed by the U.S. to protect the Ryukyuans in Bolivia. 78 The United States rejected the idea and claimed the
sole right to protect the migrants. As explained in the Tokyo based monthly-publication “Kaigai Ijū” (External Migration):
The beginning of the discussion on the Protection Problem was initiated when the GRI requested to the Japanese government that the
Okinawans overseas be treated as Japanese citizens. The Japanese Foreign Ministry accepted the request and in the case of Bolivia
discussed sending a delegate from the embassy in Peru. However, the American [government](with the authority over Okinawa) felt
uncomfortable that the GRI was asking the Japanese government to protect the migrants so assistance for sending migrants overseas is
still at a standstill. 79
U.S. apprehension concerning the Ryukyuan migrants was not based entirely on
its interpretation of Article 3 of the SFPT. There were also economic and political
reasons for strengthening control over the islands. The U.S. government had
allocated nearly one million dollars to support the Ryukyu migration program and
wanted to protect its investment. 80 Moreover, in the case of the Santa Cruz
colony, it had compromised with the Bolivian government to ensure the
sustainability of the colony through the assistance of the “Point 4” delegation in
Bolivia. 81 The U.S. thus had a stake in the success of the migrants in paving the
way for a well-established community which could host thousands of Okinawans
as well as contribute to the prosperity of the host society.
The debate on the Hogo Mondai took a twist when natural disaster struck the
newly established Okinawan community “Uruma” in Santa Cruz. As told by
Gushiken Kotei, a leader within the local community, an unknown high fever
disease ran wild throughout the colony. “It was a disease which, within three days
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of getting the fever, determined whether the patient dies or lives”. 82 The unknown
disease, at the time called “Uruma”, took the lives of fifteen migrants in six
months. Shuzo Nishihira, leader of the Okinawan group in Bolivia, urgently wrote
to GRI’s Chief Executive requesting help. 83 The GRI looked to the Americans for
help. 84 First, Higa Shuhei, Chief Executive of the GRI, and Inamine Ichiro, chair

of the Ryukyu Emigration Association, wrote several letters to U.S. authorities and to their American acquaintances to hasten aid. 85 In reply, coordinated by
Point 4, the U.S. dispatched a group of physicians from Foreign Operations Administration (hereafter FOA) to the region. 86 Together with Bolivian specialists,
they treated the patients and investigated the disease. 87 Higa, in February 1955 thanked them for the assistance: “It is thanks to the great efforts made by
both the U.S. Government and Bolivian Government to protect against the disease that the patients seem [sic] to have recovered”. 88 For the United States,
the question of the success or failure of the Ryukyuan colony posed a grave problem from the standpoint of public relations because it could serve as “an
example of the U.S. treatment and concern for the welfare of Ryukyuans”. 89 Conversely, the Japanese government did not show similar interest or readiness
to get involved in the Uruma disease crisis. The Japanese upon hearing of the disease outbreak in Bolivia, while preparing for the incoming Japanese
mainland settlers, secured a report from their Legation in Peru and, two months later, appointed a member of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs as a resident
official in Bolivia. 90 However, the Japanese move did little to counterbalance U.S. control of and responsibility for the Ryukyuan community in Bolivia. 91
Finally, at a different level, Nagayama Tetsu, chief of the Uruma Colony, reported that the Japanese Association at La Paz “was kind enough to present us
Bs. 1,074,000.00 in token of sympathy”. 92
The Uruma disease crisis confirmed the dependent relationship between the Ryukyuan community and the U.S. government. For the American authorities it
was important to show “interest” in the emigration project to preclude Japanese criticism of the U.S. position. The case revealed that the Japanese
government, far from Bolivia, did not challenge American primacy in Ryukyuan affairs in Bolivia. Indeed, in taking no action in a time of crisis, the Japanese
government failed to establish a claim to sovereignty over Okinawa.
T he Hogo Mondai entered a new stage when the Japanese government began its own migration program in Bolivia. Less than a year after the first GRIsponsored community was established, a mainland Japanese community was created in Bolivia. There was thus both an Okinawan colony and a Japanese
colony in the region of Santa Cruz. For the benefit of mainly the latter, the Japanese government strengthened its diplomatic links in the region by adding to
the embassy in Lima, Peru a mission in La Paz, Bolivia. In addition, the Overseas Cooperation Office (Kaigai kyōkai rengokai) (aka. Kaikyōren) opened an
office in Santa Cruz to assist the mainland Japan migrants in Bolivia. Technically both communities were Japanese and all migrants were Japanese
nationals. 93 But far from providing assistance to Okinawans migrants in Bolivia, Japan confined its support to Japanese migrants. 94 For instance, according to
the Japanese Nationality Act of 1950, art. 9 and the Family Register Act of 1947, art. 104, if Japanese nationals wished to obtain Japanese nationality for a
new born child in Bolivia or elsewhere abroad, they were required to report the birth of the child to the nearest Japanese diplomatic office within 14 days of the
birth. The Act also states that if the will to obtain Japanese nationality was not made known within that period, the child would lose the privileges of obtaining
Japanese nationality. 95 Ryukyuans in other parts of South America outside Bolivia could register the newborn in a Japanese embassy or consulate. The
diplomatic service processed the documents and sent them to the justice bureau in Fukuoka where a special Family Registration Office exclusively for
Okinawans operated. In Bolivia, as reported by Ken Asato from the Economic Development Department of USCAR, all GRI-sponsored settlers sought to
obtain Japanese passports for their children, but:
[U]nlike other Japanese diplomatic service offices in South America, the legation [in Bolivia] does not register Ryukyuan settlers as
Japanese nationals. Therefore, it does not issue Japanese passports to them. The Japanese legation [in Bolivia] is afraid the U.S.
government will object to issuing passports to them for reason that emigration of the Ryukyuans to Bolivia and their settlement have been
co-sponsored by the U.S. Government. 96
Although the Japanese and GRI requested that the Ryukyuan migrants be placed under the protection of the Japanese office in Bolivia, the U.S. rejected this
petition, insisting rather that Point 4’s office would carry on with that responsibility. 97 The American authorities held that a Japanese passport was not
necessary for Ryukyuan migrants. Not having one did not prevent settlers from pursuing “legitimate activities” or from receiving “lawful protection from the
Bolivian government”. 98 Besides, as stated by Lt. Col. C. I. Guida, from the Executive Office, “all U.S. embassies and consulates are prepared to assist
people from the Ryukyu Islands”. 99 Asato concluded that “the crux of the whole matter lies in the desire to maintain a link between the place they left and the

land they chose […] however the Japanese legation in Bolivia does not handle such matters of the settlers for the reason stated [above]”. 100
In other words, the Hogo Mondai was a conflict between Japan’s obligation to protect its nationals, and the U.S. insistence on maintaining its guardianship
over the migrant community in Bolivia. It was not the case that the Ryukyuans desired to end their connection with the American government in Bolivia in
favor of a closer relation with Japan. Ota Sochi, Director of Social Affairs GRI, suggested that in order to provide complete protection for the migrants, “(…)
the emigrants carry the passport issued by the GOJ’s resident office as well as the certificate of identification issued by the High Commissioner so that they
can receive protection from both the U.S. government and that of Japan”. 101 However, this idea was also rejected by the American authorities. The American
position in Bolivia created a Gordian Knot that the Japanese did not dare to cut. The result was that Okinawans were deprived of their right to have a
nationality and kept in an ambiguous status (neither Japanese nor American). 102 In short, the ambivalence of their status overseas reflected the ambivalence
of their status at home.
Conclusions
In this article we have analyzed some of the consequences of Article 3 of the San Francisco Peace Treaty on Okinawan migrants, particularly to Bolivia. We
observed that the U.S. defense requirements were essentially territorial and that John Foster Dulles attempted to satisfy the Department of Defense
requirements by assuring that U.S. maintained control of the island and the inhabitants. Article 3 sprang from an Asian cold war context and it was meant to
be an instrument to be used in Asia, not in South America. However, Japan’s post-war territorial division was projected onto the overseas communities as we
have demonstrated for Bolivia and South America.
Article 3 gave the U.S. the right to control entry and exit from the Ryukyu Islands. In addition, the American hegemonic reach enabled the U.S. to maintain
responsibility for the islanders throughout South America. For the U.S. the most important Ryukyuan communities were those which involved higher transfers
of funds and also those for which the U.S. entered into a formal agreement with the local government. Consequently, the Okinawan community in Bolivia, the
first migration project since the U.S. took control of the Ryukyus, was among all such communities in South America the most influenced by American
hegemony in terms of their Nationality.
Although Article 3 separated the administration of the Japanese territory it did not legally affect the Okinawan people’s Japanese nationality. As shown by
some of the Japanese jurists quoted in this study, the treaty neither hindered Japan from participating in Okinawan daily life, nor prohibited it from taking
responsibility for overseas Okinawans. The Japanese government, however, failed to provide basic consular services such as provision of identifying
documents for Ryukyuans abroad, notably in Bolivia, as a result of American pressure to maintain control. If we understand a client state as a state that
conducts its foreign policy according to the dictates of a more powerful state, Japan behaved as a client state in Bolivia in the 1950s. 103 Where we could
have expected a stronger Japanese commitment from the Japanese government towards its overseas nationals, we found a pragmatic nation reluctant to act
against the U.S. will.
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